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Abstract

The authors developed a Dynamic Whole System Model of Alcohol Harm Reduction for the England Department of Health, to support local commissioning of alcohol related services.

The project used group model building, based on the best evidence available. It is intended to help local health commissioners reduce hospital admissions attributable to alcohol. The main “high impact” interventions incorporated are ‘brief advice’ in Primary Care, the employment of Alcohol Health Workers in hospital, and Specialised Treatment. The key output measures are hospital admissions and costs.

The model uses four consumption groups (Abstainers; Lower Risk; Increasing Risk; Higher Risk) including ‘binge’ and ‘dependent’ drinkers in more than one state. Each state has a differing propensity for hospital admissions. The model provides a dynamic cost analysis; as interventions move people between states hence changing their risk of admission to hospital. The model contains a set of policies parameterised by the Department of Health, but also allows for local settings.

The work relates to the search for consistent and cohesive policies by which central government can guide local actions. The approach of using dynamic models goes beyond action lists for guidance and allows localities to learn what will work for them.
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Context and Client

The England Department of Health’s Alcohol Improvement Programme (AIP) had aemit to promote a range of interventions designed to tackle alcohol related harm caused by excessive alcohol consumption. Tackling excessive consumption is a worthwhile end in itself; additionally, the AIP wanted to test the economic case for such investment, whether savings made as a result of health improvement, particularly reductions in admissions to hospital and attendances at accident and emergency departments, might be greater than the cost of the new services.

Research into these interventions, mainly in the form of follow-up studies of those treated, suggested that savings were possible. Informed by this evidence, the AIP developed in-house a spreadsheet model, known as the “Ready Reckoner”, as part of a suite of tools to be used by local service commissioners (typically at local health organisation level). Typical behaviour of this model showed a linear relationship between projected savings and investment in new services.

In 2009, the AIP engaged a consultancy to develop a system dynamics tool that was built on a less simplified set of processes and assumptions, could be better adapted to fit local circumstances and requirements; and could be operated over a longer time frame. The project proceeded using an expert-group model building approach. Once the model was developed and further tested, it was developed into a runtime version designed for local use.


The Problem

Drug, alcohol and addiction problems have been studied using system dynamics. The primary concerns of these models have included the supply chain, the issue of addiction, problems caused by anti-social behaviour resulting from intoxication, and even modelling the biology by which alcohol is absorbed into the blood stream (Moxnes and Jensen, 2009).

The particular issue exercising this client was more mainstream, the wide range of damage done to the health of the general population through excessive consumption. Most, not all, of the interventions modelled here focus on reducing consumption, as a much wider concern than tackling dependent drinking (addiction) or episodic binge drinking. The Department of Health has sponsored considerable research into how this excessive consumption feeds its way into hospital admission. More than 40 types of hospital admission are found to be partly or wholly attributable to alcohol consumption.
The overall position is shown in Figure 1, showing the rise in “alcohol attributable” hospital admissions. This rise is attributed to increasing consumption combined with a rising adult population.

**Figure 1 Alcohol Attributable Admissions to Hospital Per Annum**

One way of tackling this problem is the provision of brief advice, combined with brief treatments (such as a series of four sessions with an adviser), to people believed to be drinking excessively. These services might be targeted on people attending accident and emergency departments, people recently admitted to hospital, or through some basic screening of patients consulting general practitioners in primary care.

There is a very large body of research evidence supporting such opportunistic case finding for alcohol misuse and the delivery of simple advice including at least 56 controlled trials (Moyer et al., 2002). A recent Cochrane Collaboration review (Kaner et al., 2007) provides substantial evidence for the effectiveness of alcohol case identification and the delivery of brief advice. For every eight people who receive simple alcohol advice, one will reduce their drinking to within low-risk levels (Moyer et al., 2002). This compares favourably with smoking where only one in twenty will act on the advice given (Silagy & Stead, 2003).

Evidence suggests that those drinking at increasing or higher risk who receive brief advice are twice as likely to moderate their drinking 6 to 12 months after brief advice when compared to drinkers receiving no brief advice (Wilk et al., 1997). Brief advice can reduce weekly drinking by between 13% and 34%, resulting in 2.9 to 8.7 fewer mean drinks per week with a significant effect on movement towards lower-risk alcohol use (Whitlock et al, 2004).

The dynamic hypothesis is that tackling consumption through these brief interventions will reduce alcohol consumption in the population, leading to health improvements that will show themselves in a reduction in alcohol-attributable hospital admissions, such that, in time, investment in new services is recovered from subsequent savings.

In the AIP’s pre-existing spreadsheet tool, that causal chain is encapsulated in a simple statistical relationship between an input (brief interventions) and an output (reduction in hospital admissions). The effect is shown in the screenshot in Figure 2 where some
interventions (recruitment of alcohol health nurses) produce a linear reduction in hospital admissions. A key feature of this behaviour is that when a constant change is introduced, there is an immediate stepped reduction (actual against trend) followed by a rise at the same gradient as the projection.

Figure 2 Part of the Spreadsheet “Ready Reckoner”

Method

The method adopted to build the model was group model building. The Department of Health assembled an expert group consisting of experts from the fields of public health, alcohol / substance abuse, health economics, drawn from academia, service commissioning, practice, policy development, operations research / data analysis and the “not for profit” sector. The group met at monthly intervals for eight months, facilitated by two consultants, both with a background of working in the health and care sectors combined with expertise in building system dynamics models. The model was developed using iThink software. Although there were a few changes in membership, the group composition remained reasonably consistent; this contributed greatly to the success of the project.

After the model was completed (and no model is ever finished) a smaller, core group continued to meet, testing the model under a range of scenarios and, ultimately, refining some of its structure, assumptions and functionality.
During this phase, the model was converted into a “runtime” version, with detailed documentation and online help menus, and tested with a wide range of possible users of the model, mainly local service commissioners. The model interface was adapted in the light of their feedback. At the time of writing, the model is due to be made widely available to service commissioners throughout England.

**Description of Model**

The main stock-flow structure of the model is the adult population of a locality; in the development phase, we used a notional population of 250,000 (rising to just under 300,000 in 20 years). The four stocks represent the consumption groups (abstinent, lower risk, increasing risk and higher risk), defined according to average weekly consumption of alcohol in units. This classification is widely used by the Department of Health for policy planning purposes. Information for the groups is available from the General Lifestyle Survey\(^1\), an annual survey of a sample of households in Great Britain and is derived from questions about amounts of different drinks usually drunk on any one day during the last 12 months. The classification differs from international classifications of hazardous and harmful drinking based on the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT).

The benefit of using this classification is that much government planning data draws on it, but it does differ from international classifications of hazardous drinking.

Although the focus on consumption is foremost, the framework does contain within it other policy issues, such as dependence / addiction and binge drinking. A snapshot of how the adult population of England is distributed across these groups is shown in Figure 3.

**Figure 3 Percentage in Each Consumption Group, also Showing How Dependent and Binge Drinkers are Distributed across Consumption Groups**

\(^1\) Formerly known as General Household Survey, as in Figure 3
The main stock-flow chain represents people moving between these consumption groups. It bears some resemblance to system dynamics models of chronic health problems (Homer et al, 2004), with the crucial differences that:

- People can move up and down the chain; in most chronic conditions models only degeneration is possible
- Movement is not just to the adjacent stock; people can move between any stocks (for example movement from the “higher risk” group to “abstinent” would be a requirement for someone following a “12 steps” approach)

Figure 4 Main Stock Flow Chain for Alcohol Consumption

It is important to establish the main dynamics of this chain before applying the impact of additional interventions. These include:

- The model represents the entire adult (18 and over) population of a discrete area
- Therefore, at any point in time everyone is in one stock; the states are mutually exclusive and exhaustive
- The total population is given as an exogenous input, and for most areas is projected to increase over time
• The model runs for 20 years with a time step of days; it is now clear that months would have been a satisfactory time step but in the initial development period some stakeholders were interested in some detailed analysis of hospital episodes, whose lengths of stay are best measured in days (as with most models built in a consulting environment, this one contains more detail than is necessary, and time does not allow for subsequent refinement and simplification)
• National data are available to give the initial distribution between consumption groups
• Adjustments in population are based on different mortality rate inputs for each group, combined with a stock adjustment of “new” cases (mainly people reaching the age of 18)
• To make that adjustment, we need to know the distribution by consumption group of people at age 18 (people enter the model into any of the consumption groups)
• Further adjustments to population are made based on the effectiveness of treatment interventions (the population might therefore grow to a larger number than the exogenous input for scenarios showing particularly effective interventions because more people are in the lower consumption groups which have lower mortality)
• A key requirement is to estimate the “base” rate of movement between the stocks (see below)

Estimates of the historical distribution of the population between the four stocks are available at national level, and the Department of Health had made its own projections of the future distribution (not using system dynamics). There had been a steady rise in alcohol consumption in the 1990s which reached a plateau around 2004; this plateau was projected to continue.

The client was able to undertake a secondary analysis of the General Household Survey data, comparing people’s consumption in two successive years (this was not straightforward because the data set is of households rather than individuals). This estimated the annual rate of movement (in terms of the percentage of people who moved from each stock to each other stock in the course of a year) as follows:

---

2 As things have turned out, there is some evidence of a reduction in consumption (perhaps as a consequence of the economic downturn)
The model is designed to be operated by a variety of users, and it is possible to select from a range of starting years. Typically, the model has been run using 2005 as the starting point, but to produce a reference mode, the model was run from 2000. Without any additional dynamics resulting from the introduction of service interventions, the model’s base-case behaviour is determined by:

- The flow rates set out in Figure 5
- The initial percentage in each stock
- Assumptions about the distribution of people joining the model (drinking status on 18th birthday 3)
- Different mortality rates applied to each stock
- Population growth

These inputs combined to produce a good match between the percentage distribution of people between drinking groups generated by the model and the (reference) historical plus projected data held by the Department of Health. Figure 6 compares the model outputs for the percentage in each stock in the base run against the reference data.

---

3 Obviously, not based on behaviour on the day itself, the legal drinking age in England
The total adult population is growing, as are alcohol attributable hospital admissions:-

The purpose of the model, therefore, is to explore the extent to which spending money on specific interventions generates reductions in hospital admissions and therefore saves money. The causal mechanisms are that:-

- Alcohol attributable hospital admissions vary by consumption group and are higher in the higher consumption groups
- Service interventions will increase the rate at which people move into lower consumption groups
- This takes place against a background of considerable churn between consumption groups in the base case
- With more people in the lower consumption groups, alcohol admissions will also reduce
This is summarised below.

**Figure 8 Diagram Showing Assumptions behind Causal Relationships in the Model**

![Diagram](image)

This diagram is neither a stock-flow map nor a causal loop diagram. In the Consumption part, people move between consumption groups. The distribution between groups determines the rate of hospital admissions, but there is also a delay here, because reductions in consumption are not immediately followed by improvements in health.

By commissioning interventions (services) it is possible to change the flow rates in the main model. After the time delay, this will show itself as a reduction in admissions.

There is a further possibility, capable of being represented in the model but politically highly sensitive, that “policies” could be introduced to encourage people to drink less. In the United Kingdom, that debate has centred on the feasibility of introducing minimum unit pricing. This model was developed during the lead-in time to a general election, when there was no political will to explore such options in detail. The matter remains very much up for debate.

(Note that although the diagram makes it look like services exclusively operate by speeding up the reducing consumption flows, and policies by slowing down the rate of increase, actually each will do a bit of both).

Hospital admissions are a mixture of acute (e.g. accident and injury) and chronic conditions (related to, or exacerbated by alcohol consumption). It is possible to set a different time lag for each category of admission\(^4\). For example, following a reduction in consumption someone’s propensity to have an accident is reduced almost immediately, whereas chronic liver disease will continue (though some recovery is possible).

---

\(^4\) Here, 44 types of admission have been collapsed into 10 categories in the model, using arrays
The financial implications are that both hospital admissions and services cost money. “Policies” may not cost a great deal, or may cost the Department of Health nothing (being enforced by other means). Increased expenditure on services is incurred immediately, whereas any reductions in expenditure resulting from reductions in hospital admission will take time to show (because of the delay factor).

There are several service interventions modelled. They all have a similar structure:-

- A demand function based on the main stock – flow chain or some other part of the model
- A capacity (the size of the investment, how much of the intervention to procure)
- An effect (the percentage of people receiving the intervention who reduce their consumption as a result) which feeds back into the main stock – flow chain
- A cost (based on the capacity utilisation)
- A setting determining how far into the model run the service should be switched on (typically the model is run for five years, then the intervention is introduced)

The characteristics of the main interventions are:-

“Identification and brief advice” is provided in primary care. People visiting a general practitioner for any reason are asked some routine screening questions. Depending on the response to these questions, some supplementary advice about alcohol consumption is offered.

Brief interventions provided by “Alcohol Health Workers (AHWs) in hospital” (Owens, 2005 and 2007), in which people admitted to hospital, where there is reason to believe this might be alcohol-related, are offered brief counselling from a specialist (who might be a nurse). In this case, the maximum possible users of the service is governed by the alcohol related hospital admissions figure that is itself generated by the model. Most model users to date have allocated a relatively modest capacity to this service, reflecting current reality that such a service tends to be targeted on dependent drinkers.

“Specialised services” – treatments for dependence, have tended to be less well used in modelling sessions. They are the more traditional services geared towards tackling dependence / addiction, characterised by being typically more expensive and provided in smaller numbers. As the modelling work progressed, so the focus in the model was more on the “brief intervention” services which are tackling consumption.

**Typical Model Behaviour**

In the base case of the model, the overall population is rising, and the distribution of people between the consumption groups has plateaued as described above. The only expenditure being incurred is on hospital admissions, and also some specialised services.

The model dashboard enables a user to navigate to different service settings, and also to control which services are to be used in a particular model run through the use of switches.
Figure 9 The Model Dashboard

The Service Settings consist of buttons enabling a user to navigate to a series of input screens for each type of service. As well as the three services identified above, the buttons headed Local A – E enable a user to describe up to five more locally-defined services (in terms of capacity, cost, effect on consumption). The “admissions and prevalence” settings do not have a switch because hospital services cannot be anything other than “on”.

The Model Settings lead to:

- a series of population input screens that are mostly set-up once (to match the area being modelled) but not changed once scenarios are being run
- a series of output screens on which different graphs are displayed
- a “make base run” function (explained below)

Base Run
In the sequence of runs that follows, the start year is 2005 and the model runs for 20 years.

The base run of the model is normally a run with no additional services switched on.

At this point, we are most interested in the outputs for:

- number of hospital admissions per annum
- total cost per annum

In the base case, both variables are rising (with similar gradients, because hospital costs are the main costs).
These graphs show the current run (admissions per annum or expenditure per annum in £000s) mapped against variables called “base”. Since this is the base run these lines are identical. Both admissions and costs are rising, mainly because of a rise in population (consumption having reached a plateau).

2 Scenario using Identification and Brief Advice in Primary Care
In this scenario, a new intervention is switched on five years into the run. It consists of:

- 10% of primary care practices screening all “new registrations” where 8% of the population registers (normally following a change of address) with a practice per annum
- 5% of primary care practices screening every patient attending where 65% of the population visit a practice at least once per annum (people are screened only once in the year)
- Those identified as being in the two higher consumption groups are offered advice as a result of which 12.5% reduce their consumption enough to move into a lower group

At this point, it becomes quite hard to discern much change. The intervention point is five years into the model (day 1827 on the graph), and after a considerable time, some reduction in admissions, then costs, begins to show.

Faced with these outputs, model users were finding it difficult to evaluate what the model was telling them. And in the model’s earlier days these graphs were
“comparative” graphs (plotting one variable over a series of runs) which tended to get quite cluttered.

What they really wanted was a graph of the gap between the current run and the base run, an output not readily generated in iThink. By exporting several key variables (such as admissions and costs) to a spreadsheet, then importing these values into graphical variables called “base variable…” this problem was overcome, and new sets of variables plotting the difference between the current run and base were generated. These variables were ultimately selected to be the main variables displayed, as comparative graphs on the dashboard:

Figure 12 Model Dashboard showing “Difference between this Run and Base Run” Graphs for Admissions and Costs (Base and Scenario 2)

Now, the base run is run 1, and the scenario is run 2. Obviously, in the base run, the difference between the variable and the base is 0. In the scenario, it becomes clearer that there is a reduction in admissions which is quite evident about two years after the introduction of the intervention, and that costs increase slightly (because when the intervention is first introduced there is a cost but no saving yet on admissions). These patterns become more obvious in the next scenario.

3 Scenario: Introduce Alcohol Health Workers in Hospital

In this scenario, four workers are employed to provide brief advice and interventions, typically a series of four appointments spread over 10 weeks, to people attending hospital (either accident and emergency / emergency room, or admitted) who are believed to have an alcohol attributable admission. As a result of the intervention, 60% of people seen reduce their consumption and move into lower consumption groups.

Figure 13 Difference in Admissions and Costs for Base, Run 2 and Run 3
Most of the outputs produced by the model take this shape, an initial increase in expenditure (because a new service is introduced), followed by a subsequent reduction in expenditure as the reduction in admissions produces cost savings that are greater than the new service expenditure.

For the most part, service commissioners have been content to compare expenditure levels year on year, and are content to consider the point at which the change in expenditure line crosses the X-axis as a “breakeven” point.

Strictly speaking, this is not the case, and some commissioners suggested that the breakeven point is the point at which cumulative change in cost is negative (so far, nobody has asked for a discounted cash-flow calculation).

The cumulative cost change graph (generated in the same way, by the export / import of base cumulative costs through a spreadsheet) for these model runs is harder to scale but shows the breakeven point for scenario 3 to be within the third year following the change.

Figure 14 Difference in Cumulative Cost Compared with Cumulative Cost of Base Run for the same runs

4 Scenario: Combining Both Interventions
Obviously, it is possible to switch on more than one service intervention. Run 4 represents the combined effect of using the services introduced in Runs 2 and 3.

Figure 15 Difference in Admissions and Cost Graphs for All Runs
Making Sense of the Findings

From the client’s point of view, the model (disappointingly) showed less of a reduction in admissions (hence fewer savings) than the existing spreadsheet, which functioned essentially by extrapolating from a statistical relationship between service interventions and subsequent admission rates drawn from various studies. Because of this, the model was subjected to a prolonged period of testing and questioning, which established that the model faithfully represented the collective mental model of the client. The systems model could more readily represent the causal connections, delays and accumulations that had hitherto merely been captured within a statistical relationship, in particular:

- The basic assumption that alcohol related ill health is caused by consumption – therefore those in the higher consumption groups will tend to experience more hospital admissions than those in the lower group
- That specific interventions will move people down the consumption chain
- Nevertheless, there is a time delay between change in consumption and improvement in some chronic conditions
- There is a cumulative effect because interventions move people into a different stock (thereafter, some will move back up, or continue down, the consumption chain)

There are other connections, for example, the supply of interventions located in hospital can be varied (e.g. by recruiting more staff) but demand (maximum number of alcohol attributable admissions) is a function of model behaviour (we might run out of people to treat). In the spreadsheet it is theoretically possible to go on recruiting staff, with a linear reduction in admissions, to the point where future admissions go negative because the number of admissions “saved” exceeds the actual number of admissions (an impossibility). In the systems model, the obvious “limit to growth” in the demand function means that beyond a certain amount, there is no point in expanding a service.

Ironically, because few will have tested the spreadsheet under these extreme conditions, the systems model tended to show that a much greater investment in hospital-based Alcohol Health Workers was indicated than any of the users who developed and piloted the model envisaged.

In the course of a long dialogue between the client and the modelling team seeking to explain the modest performance of the systems model, two further refinements were made:

- It would be possible that some people might reduce their consumption within a group but not enough to move into a lower stock
- When modelling the impact of interventions on people admitted to hospital with chronic conditions, using a treatment effect on the general population (only a fraction of whom have such a condition) dilutes the impact

Further adjustments were made using co-flows, including a representation of prevalence and incidence of the chronic conditions modelled, which, as expected, improved the overall treatment effect in the systems model, but still showing fewer savings than were projected by the spreadsheet.
Wider Applications

Costs and Benefits
The model has been used so far to compare the impact of policy interventions on “costs”. The model does not, as yet, make any attempt to quantify “benefits”, although these benefits can be shown.

The most obvious benefit is that the general health of the population would improve if alcohol consumption goes down. In the last run of the model shown, combining brief interventions in hospital and in primary care, in addition to the main outputs shown (admissions and costs), it is worth looking at the distribution of the population by consumption group.

Figure 16 Number in Higher and Increasing Risk Consumption Groups Compared against Base Run

In this model run, out of a final population of 297,000, the number in the Increasing Risk group has reduced from a base 56,500 to 54,300, and the number in the Higher Risk group from 21,200 to 19,100, a total reduction of over 4,000 from the two top consumption groups.

The model does not at present quantify these population health improvements, such as in Quality Adjusted Life Years.

Another obvious benefit would look beyond the health sector. Such a reduction in consumption would also be shown in the criminal justice system, given a link between certain types of crime and alcohol consumption. There is interest in exploring this further but it is beyond the scope of the present enquiry.

Non-Treatment Approaches to Tackling Alcohol Consumption
The model is currently limited to exploring the impact of specific treatment interventions on alcohol consumption. The model could also be expanded to include interventions not currently modelled, for example the impact of different pricing interventions on health and criminal justice outcomes.

The model does not offer a properly calibrated representation of the sensitivity of alcohol consumption to pricing, but it can be assumed that the intention of any minimum-pricing policy would be, in stock / flow terms, to reduce the rate at which people flow up the consumption chain, and increase the rate at which people flow down the chain.

Introducing a very simple reduction to the flow rates, of “assume that the increase-in-consumption flows reduce by 10% and the reduction-in-consumption flows increase by
10%”, after five years, produces a dramatic effect on hospital admissions and hence costs. Figure 17 shows these outputs.

**Figure 17 Effect of “Minimum Pricing”**

![Graphs showing effect of minimum pricing](image)

**Figure 18 The same graphs on a different scale**

![Graphs showing effect of minimum pricing on a different scale](image)

The most striking difference between these outputs and the outputs generated by the treatment intervention scenarios is that there is no rise in cost following the intervention point, because the policy would be introduced at no cost to the health system. There is no “investment” in services to be made.

**Making the Model Usable**

The model has required an amount of secondary analysis by the client in order to estimate inputs for such variables as the “normal rate of movement between consumption groups”. In addition, although a great deal of detailed analysis of alcohol attributable hospital admissions exists, largely based on the development of “alcohol attributable fractions” by which (all) admissions data are multiplied to report the number of alcohol attributable admissions by area, the model generated new data requirements, such as the need to have these admissions broken down by consumption group.

Although it would undoubtedly be possible to construct a simpler, higher level model, showing only one category of admissions and only one treatment intervention (applied in varying degrees), to create a meaningful tool for service commissioners it is necessary to disaggregate admissions by type (by using an array function), and to separate out different types of intervention (partly because they each have different
demand functions, such as people attending primary care, people admitted to hospital, people who are alcohol-dependent).

The model is also linked to various spreadsheets, both to create more comprehensive data reports and also to achieve the “create a base run” routine (involving exporting and importing a data set).

The model is now available as an “isee Runtime” version, which has been tested by a range of potential users. The runtime model interface has a range of features designed to make the model usable by service commissioners, including help menus, options to enter local data, the possibility of choosing from a variety of possible start years.

**Conclusion**

The model development has proceeded from an initial requirement for a tool to be used to communicate the benefits of a range of service interventions, so that local service commissioners might make more informed choices about future investment.

In the course of that development, which was supported by national experts in the field, questions arose about why the model projections differed somewhat from those that had been expected. This provoked a lengthy period of questioning of, learning from, and improvement of, the model.

The outcome is a tool that is capable of providing a more sophisticated analysis of the likely cost implications of new service investment, in a financial climate where increased investment in any area of public health may need to be justified by a business case showing overall savings. The model shows that any investment will be followed by a period in which more money is spent on services; in time the whole system of treatment might cost less, and it is possible to compute both the time at which expenditure will be less than baseline, and also when the initial investment might be recovered.

The systems model arguably provides a more compelling picture of these phenomena than a spreadsheet approach that extrapolates from a particular statistical relationship, because it represents the subtleties of the impact of delays between changes in consumption and changes in health, as well as some limits to growth.

The model is capable of informing a wider debate, for example about the implications for the criminal justice system of these health interventions. There would be merit in extending the range of policy options modelled to include alcohol-pricing; a system dynamics approach would enhance that debate.

Finally, the model interface has been designed to make it usable by a wide range of (non-expert) users. The question of how much support such users will need and how it might be afforded given the current state of the public finances remains open, and the authors would hope to return to some of these themes of making complex models more accessible at a future date.
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